
 

 

 

'When the flow of the mind is not impeded by selfishness, 
narrowness, and superstitions that alone is mukti 

(liberation).' (Carya'carya, part 2) 
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Hello Reba, Goodbye Bhundibala! 
4 January 1987, Calcutta, Shabda Cayanika Part 10 

(Note: 'Bhundibala' is a girl´s name meaning 'dim-

witted/someone who lacks dynamism'.) 

 

Arup Bandopadhyaya was one of my intimate 

friends. He was sweet in his dealings and multi-

talented. His mind was as clear as a clean slate. It 

is difficult to find a man so good in a hundred 

thousand. Though he was born in a middle-class 

family, he was dedicated to public charity. His 

wife, Shipra, always assisted him in his noble 

work. Shipra also worked somewhere. The couple 

decided that with the income of one they would 

maintain their family, and the second income 

would be used for public welfare. Shipra had a 

younger sister, Reba. Just after she took her exams 

for her BA from Bethune College, she came to 

visit her elder sister. 

 No one knows exactly when a person will be 

called to family life – not even the astrologers or 

matchmakers. While Reba was with her sister, 

three or four proposals were coming every week. 

Reba, as was the custom, used to appear at every 

marriage “interview board” and answer all their 

queries. Now, Reba was endowed with beauty, 

intelligence and good character. The marriage 

brokers would have taken to her, but the problem 

was the dowry. 

 On the other hand, though, how many of the 

suitors were immaculate, ideal candidates? They 

were all ordinary people, yet they demanded that 

their prospective bride be as perfect as the celestial 

goddesses; and their demands for dowry would 

make one’s eyes pop out. 

 Reba’s father took an impossible stand. “I will 

not give a single rupee for my daughter’s dowry. It 

is enough that I am giving her in marriage. Her 

husband’s family is lucky to the fourteenth 

generation that they get my daughter in their 

house. My daughter will adorn their family with 

golden beauty. Why should I pay them on top of 

it?” 

 To top it off, Reba became fed up with her 

frequent appearances before different “interview 

boards”. She became disgusted with the senseless 

nagging questions of the educated, half-educated, 

foolish and semi-foolish relatives of the suitors. 

 One evening, I went to Arup’s house for a 

certain work. I saw there was quite a crowd of 

people in his house. Among them I identified 

Manoranjan Banerjee, of my acquaintances from 

Manaitanr. I easily understood that another 

“board” had appeared to interview Reba. As I was 

a party neither of the bride’s family nor of the 

suitor’s, I did not enter inside. I took a small walk 

around, then sat down on a stool on the front 

verandah of the house. I could hear the interrogation 

within between Reba and the “board”. 

 One of them asked, “So, you are Miss Reba 

Mukherjee?” “Indeed, I am Reba,” she said, “but I 

am not Reba Mukherjee. I am Reba 

Mukhopadhyaya.” 

 Another member asked, “Well Reba Devi, do 

you appreciate Shakespeare?” 

 “I haven’t read all the works of Shakespeare, so 

how can I say whether I appreciate him?” she 

replied. 

 A third member asked, “I am told you were a 

student of economics. Can you tell us where the 

main defects in the Indian economy lie?” 

 Reba replied, “Our country is still under foreign 

rule. Until the colonial rule is removed, it is not 

possible to get an accurate picture of the economic 

structure of India because the foreign rulers are 

exploiting the country according to their 

convenience. Therefore, it is not possible to reply to 

your question right now. Moreover, even if 

something can be said through hair-splitting 

analysis, it’s certainly impossible to explain to this 

‘selection board’ in such little time.” 

 Another “board member”, a lanky young man 

with a craze for literature, asked, “Can you sing 

Rabindra Sangeet?” 

 Reba replied, “I can sing but not very well. But 

right now I can’t sing because since yesterday I have 

had a cold.” 

 The same man hurled another question at her. “I 

think you have read about the monsoon season, the 

spring and the autumn in Rabindranath Tagore’s 

literature. What do you think about the sultry 

atmosphere he creates?” 

 “Frankly speaking,” Reba replied, “I haven’t 

had much time to read Tagore literature extensively 

as I was occupied mostly with the textbooks of my 

university syllabus. On top of that, I had to attend to 

my household chores.” 

 Yet another “board” member asked, “What sort 

of drama roles, particularly in one-act plays, do you 

like most?” 

 Reba replied, “I prefer to play the roles of those 

women who are quite outspoken and at the same 

time compassionate by nature. I like to be vocal 

against the antisocial elements who have been 

injecting the seeds of superstition and dogma into 

our society.” 

 The “board” members were now at a complete 

loss to find something to ask next. I was amused at 

the straight, terse replies of Reba. Now it was Reba’s 

turn to interrogate the honourable members of the 



“selection board”. She said, “You have asked me a 

few dozen questions, can I ask you just a half-

dozen?” 

 The flustered members responded rather 

meekly, “Yes… but… if you so wish…” 

 “Well,” Reba began, “how much does the 

gentleman who will marry me earn monthly?” 

 The members of the “team” started faltering 

and articulated something which I could not really 

grasp. I could understand from their hints that 

Manoranjan Banerjee was the suitor in question. 

Reba continued, “Does he earn enough to see to all 

the needs of a family for all the days of the 

month?” The “board” members remained 

speechless. Reba went on, “I would guess that the 

purchasing power of your family for the first 

twenty-five days and that for the last five or six 

days of                                          

      -                                      
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dinner menus include delicious dishes made of rui 

fish, kai fish, steamed hilsa fish, hilsa soup, 

lobster, puni hilsa fis                                
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Isn’t so?” 

 The “visiting team” maintained dead silence. 

Reba said, “When this is the family situation, then 

tell me what opportunity the bride will get to study 

Shakespeare?” 

 Reba further said, “                        

                                                

                                            , 

a                                                   

                                -              

                                                  

radish leaves. And these are not the leaves that 

people buy, but those that come along with the 

radishes. It’s a fact, isnt it?” 

 The “team” members maintained silence. 

 “In the early part of the month,” Reba 

continued, “if you are invited to attend a wedding 
you respond with avid interest and gladly present 

gifts of Thermos flasks, table lamps, electric 

heaters, and so on, to the newlyweds, right? But if, 

on the contrary, anyone happens to invite you at 

the end of the month, you tell them, ‘I’m not in 

good health these days. I had to go to the toilet 

fifteen times today… hardly able to stand and 

walk… however, if my health improves, I shall 

certainly come.’ But you don’t go, because you 

can’t afford to buy presents due to a shortage of 

funds, isn’t it so?” 

 They remained silent, as before. 

 “You have a joint family, I know,” Reba said. 

“Certainly there are young boys and girls in the 

family. You are required to appoint private tutors to 

help them in their studies. Can you, with your 

limited means, pay the private tutors punctually? Or 

do they quit in frustration?” Sweat began to bead the 

“board” members’ foreheads. Reba continued, “Well, 

if early in the month your trousers tear, you most 

certainly buy new trousers or place orders for new 

ones with a good tailor. But if they tear at the end of 

the month, what do you do? Surely you make do by 

sewing on a big patch. How can you take a risk at 

that time for a new set of trousers?” The sweat was 

pouring now, though it was a winter evening. 

 “When this is the situation in your family,” Reba 

said, “then how much opportunity will the bride of 

the family get to cultivate Rabindra Sangeet? Now, 

you asked me whether I know dancing or not. In a 

family where the people can’t make ends meet, can 

you tell me what scope the bride will get to cultivate 

dancing?” This caused the “board” members to 

sweat all the more. “At the end of the month,” Reba 

asked, “when you run short of funds, do you beg 

loans from friends and family? Or do you go to the 

bank and the moneylenders? If this is so, then how 

much time will a bride get to cultivate the fine arts? 

Now, can you give me a direct reply to these simple 

questions?” 

 There was so much perspiration running down 

the suitor’s forehead that his spectacles became 

blurred. I then said, “Reba, you have asked enough 

questions. The ‘selection board’ hasn’t been able to 

answer a single question of yours; now you should 

stop.” 

 Reba said to her brother-in-law, “    , these 

‘board’ members have asked me so many questions, 

besides hearing my questions, that they must be 

tired. You should arrange an especially good 

refreshment for them. And in not being able to 

answer all my questions, they have perspired so 

much that I guess their throats will be dry. Please 

give them a huge potful of tea instead of the usual 

small cups.”  

 Excusing herself from the room, Reba wryly 



waved “Ta-ta”. The “board” members turned to 

Arup. “Arupbabu,” they said, “we have already 

taken a snack, and we will not have any tea just 

now.” After they left, I calmly came back into the 

house. Reba approached me and said, “      

    , was that all right?” 

 I said, “It was perfectly all right. You were 

certainly correct, but for those fellows, it was a bit 

too much to swallow.” 

 The next morning, as I was returning from the 

market, I saw Manoranjan with a coarse jute bag in 

his hand haggling over the price of water gourd. 

Manoranjan jumped as if he had seen a ghost when 

he saw me. 

 I said to him, “Hello, Manoranjan. Were you 

in your right senses to join in that ‘selection board’ 

yesterday?” Manoranjan remained silent. “Times 

are changing,” I said. “People’s psychology is 

changing. Many fixed ideas of the past are 

disappearing. Don’t you realize these things? 

 “Remember some time back you went to 

Pipepara to interview Panchapradiip Pakrasi’s 

daughter, Bhundibala? Though battered by volleys 

of questions, Bhundibala didn’t utter a single word 

in protest. She bowed to all that humilation and 

torture without a murmur. Do you think all girls 

are like Bhundibala? How will you ever forget the 

good drubbing Reba Mukherjee gave you 

yesterday?” 

 Manoranjan kept mum. I said, “You can’t 

avoid it and remain silent. Now speak up and tell 

me what your next policy is.” 

 Manoranjan mumbled a few words as he 

rubbed his head, “It was a blunder on my part to 

go there personally.” 

 I pressed on, “It was a blunder indeed! But 

now tell me, what’s your next ‘five-year plan’?” 

 Manoranjan said, “I won’t go back there for 

quite some time.” I said, “But why? Why won’t 

you go there? You must certainly go there. But 

when you do, you should wear a long veil, so that 

even your next-door neighbours would not 

recognize you. They will not know you are 
Manoranjan Babu of Manaitar, but think you are a 

certain Manorama Devi, trudging along for a holy 

dip in the Ganges.” I chuckled to myself. 

 Seeing me smile, someone called from my 

side. “           ,” the person said, “what’s so 

funny?” I was a bit surprised to see my close 

neighbour, Jagadamba, of Angata. 

 “Oh, Jagadamba, what brings you here?” 

 She said, “I’m here on an urgent errand.” 

 I said humorously, “Urgent or not, you are 

always ready to work.” 

 She explained, “I found a suitor for my cousin. 

She’                                              

                                 . He’s a good catch, 

and I will take him to my cousin. My cousin lives in 

Dashana in our Nadia District, and we have already 

settled with the suitor. He’s as handsome as can be 

and intelligent, too. And he’s clever at housekeeping 

and cooking, too.” 

 I said, “Do you think men should be responsible 

for the household chores?” 

 She protested, “And why not? When the women 

of the house fall sick or are feeling bored cooking 

and doing rounds of household chores for days on 

end, the men should lend a hand.” 

 I agreed with her, “Yes, that’s true.” 

 “This boy is ideal in all respects. If my cousin 

likes him, we will lose no time in arranging the 

wedding, joining their hands, blowing conches and 

ululating.” 

 “When will you return to Angata?” I asked. 

 Jagadamba replied, “I will go back after I’ve 

finished this work.” 

 “What is your exact relation to your cousin?” 

 She said, “She is my first cousin on my mother’s 

side.” 

 I asked, “Is the bride as good as the groom?” 

 “I already told you she’                   

Sarasvatii, and like Brhaspatii in good character. Her 

power of endurance is really incomparable. She is 

mild and soft-spoken, but she will not tolerate any 

injustice.” 

“That is the way it should be,” I said. “Whatever 

may be one’s beauty or merits, one should never 

submit to injustice. What’s your cousin’s name?” 

 Jagadamba said, “Her nickname is Arshuli and 

her name is Reba Mukherjee.” 
 My eyes fell on Manoranjan standing beside me. 

His face had become as dark as the gloomy monsoon 

clouds. 

 

'...our consciousness of the world, merely as the sum total of things that exist, and as 

governed by laws, is imperfect. But it is perfect when our consciousness realizes all 
things as spiritually one with it, and therefore capable of giving us joy. For us the highest 
purpose of this world is not merely living in it, knowing it and making use of it, but 
realizing our own selves in it through expansion of sympathy; not alienating ourselves 
from it and dominating it, but comprehending and uniting it with ourselves in perfect 
union... ' (Rabindranath Tagore) 
 



 

News from Finland 

Brcii' Annapurna Ac' 

EU is under deepening crises. I think other 

                 ’                               

   F               T       ’                   

the sinking countries, because they expect 

sense of responsibility from each country, and 

that is what seems to be lacking. Especially the 

opposition parties here are totally against of 

any bail outs, or fundings. 

 And really many Finnish people are 

getting into some kind of profound anxiety due 

to global situation, and it seems to be leading 

to school shootings - and shockingly - many 

parents shooting their family. So far 9 families 

has died this year in family shootings. But at 

the same times consciousness is rising as a 

consequence, i.e one sister today was searching 

spiritual guidance due to her anxiety about the 

future. 

 As we don´t have many margies In 

Finland, we usually rather participate to other´s 

programs. So Helsinki Bhajan group seems to 

be turning gradually into margi group. Many 

times half of the group are margies and 

Acaryas. So far they have taken us with open 

heart along. Margies also arrange public 

Akhanda Kiirtans, in which some people come 

from Bhajan group and some even by Face-

book invitation. 

 Another is the Occupy movement. We are 

mixing with them, although no-one of us so far 

has been sleeping on their tents. One occasion 

that we participated was the demonstration on 

behalf of old people and their worsening 

conditions in homes, hospitals and nurseries, 

which brought me also into main television 

broadcast. 

 Occupy people appreciate Prout very 

much, although spirituality seems to be to them 

- something acceptable - but nothing to bother 

to practise. This reminds me about Baba´s 

saying, that Finland will be one of those 

countries in EU, where Prout would be 

established first. I hardly can wait for that day! 

 

News from Didi Ananda Prama 
(Rector, Ananda Bharatii Master Unit, Ireland) 

 

Flashes of famine in the horn of Africa assailed 

my senses wherever I looked in Ireland.  It 

reminded me of 30 years ago when I worked 

for the United Nations High Comission for 

Refugees in Somalia.  I knew I must go and see 

how AMURTEL  could respond to the first 

famine declared by the UN in 20 years. 

 So off to Kenya, Africa I went.  And not 

only was there famine caused by war and 

drought but one in three children were 

malnourished in Kenya.  It was wonderful to 

help out in the mass feeding of 1,000 children 

after DC every Sunday.  But it made me realize 

the logistical nightmare of the situation. 

 When I had met Ba'ba' in Ananda Nagar 

he had asked me what I would do for the 

women and children in the 55 surrounding 

villages. 

Though I was speechless and totally lost in the 

cosmos as I looked into Babas eyes, he 

answered the question himself, saying 

that,"you should feed them something 

nutritious like Horlicks," a protein suppliment 

you mix in water or milk. 

Remembering that, I started looking for a 

protein rich drink and came up with Spirulina, 

natures fantastic food richest in protein and 

vitamins and easily digestable. 

I went to India and visited 2 projects that feed 

malnourished children and learned all about 

how to produce and package the wonder food. 

Back to Kenya where we began building 2 

Spirulina ponds and training local women in 

the production.  Now the project has expanded 

to 4 ponds and is growing the nuritious 

powder, maybe the answer to world hunger. 

We've been given the use of a house and hope 

to start a spirulina training center to teach more 

farmers.  You are welcome to support the set 

up of this project through donations of cash 

and kind. 

 Upon returning I went to Haiti to discover, 

the children in our home healthy and happy as 

ever.  Many of the rich Haitians have rebuilt 

their homes after the earthquake which left a 

million and a half people homeless.  The poor 

are still in tent cities  dealing with seasonal 
hurricane rains and scorching  heat.  

AMURTEL is doing a micro finance project 

with women giving small loans to start 

businesses to support their families.  The 

project has been very successful but needs 

more money to spread out and serve more 

women. 

 Returning back to Ireland we held a work 

camp for 10 students from Charelston College 

in the USA. They helped to plant oak trees and 

blueberry bushes to make the farm more 

sustainable and many learned meditation, yoga 

and kiirtan.  We used the logs from the forest 



that were pulled out by the neighbors horses to 

re-roof an old stone building. We continue with 

yoga classes for the disabled twice a week and 

go to the farmers market on Saturday where we 

sell fresh baked goods to support the farm as 

well as plants, jams and traditional arts of Haiti 

and Kenya to help fund those AMURTEL  

Projects. 

 Ba'ba's birthday retreat brought Margiis 

from Dublin, England, Mongolia, Taiwan, 

Africa and India so the Vanii was read in 15 

languages as all marvelled at the universality 

of Babas mission. I attended an AMURT/EL 

workshop in Sweden on finance and funding 

and enjoyed the midsummer festival retreat 

which brought all the Swedish margiis 

together.  Nice to head south to Madeira, 

Portugal and give classes in service, sadhana, 

vegetarian baking and PROUT at the retreat 

there and to enjoy a 6 hour sadhana shivir.  The 

retreats made me realize the importance of 

gathering together, sharing our spiritual 

practices and recharging our batteries with 

kiirtan and good satsaunga. 

 If you're interested in learning more of 

Babas philosophy and training to do more 

service in your community you are welcome to 

the LFT training which begins in Ireland on the 

5th of August.  You will see practical PROUT 

in action and can enjoy the company of women 

at the sisters retreat in England at the end of 

August. 

 

Wishing you all the best health and bliss, didi 

ananda prama 

 

Midsummer in Sweden 
Av' Ananda Dayashiila Ac' 

  

Traditionally Midsummer is one of the biggest 

celebrations in the calender year.  It is the 

longest day of year and the warm weather has 

finally arrived.  Many people in Sweden go to 

the country to celebrate this event with friends 

and families with all the traditional Summer 

foods, Maypole decorations, singing, dancing 

and socializing. 

  Ananda Marga in Sweden also wanted to 

mark this speical event with our own 

devotional, spiritual celebration.  The venue 

was the Sweden Training Centre, a total of 49 

people attended the weekend (including 

acaryas, trainees and some participants from 

the AMURT Management Course.) 

  The program included a very devotional 

Katha Kiirtan organized by Didi Annapurna , a 

number of acaryas who were present told some of 

their favourite Baba stories, it was very inspiring 

and uplifting  to hear about the golden old times 

of Baba  and His relationship with His devotees.   

Each morning was a 3 hour Akhanda kiirtan and 

on Saturday evening a 6 hour kiirtan started at 

17.00 and ending at 23.00 when it was still 

fairly light outside (making the longest day of the 

year).  

  The AMURT leaders who were present at the 

retreat gave their presentations to the Margiis on 

Saturday morning showing the development of 

the AMURT projects from different parts of the 

world. 

  We also wanted to make the most of the 

warm weather and enjoy the nature with a walk in 

the national park.   The final day was a fun day 

with a session of  interactive games led by sister 

Sarita, this was followed by a  collective kiirtan 

workshop. 

  It was a blissful few days, to have spiritual 

satsunga with our Marga family and share 

wholesome meals.  It left you feeling recharged 

and full of inspiration to spread His mission. 

 

News from Sunrise Kindergarten, Finland 
Av'Ananda Kr'pa  Ac' 

 

Hello everyone. This school year has been a 

wonderful time for all of us in the kindergarten. 

The children have been continuing their visits to 

    O         ’                                  

service program. Our children are continuously 

bringing  joy to the elderly people. Aside from 

that, we had several fieldtrips  between the 

months of January  to June such as the visit to the 

fire station,  Sealife, Botanical Garden and 

Zoological Park. We also have a wonderful 

summer Party which was held in the month of 

June where all the parents are present together 

with some of the                                ’  

performances.  Once again the parents were so 

delighted to see the children performing songs, 

rhymes and dramatizations on the stage. 

 

 

 

 



 

“Let nothing disturb thee; Let nothing dismay thee; All thing pass; God 

never changes. Patience attains All that it strives for. He who has God 

Finds he lacks nothing: God alone suffices.” (Saint Teresa of Avila) 

 
Only once have I been made mute. It was when a man asked me, "Who are you?" 

(Kahlil Gibran) 

 

People are often unreasonable, illogical, and self-centered;  

Forgive them anyway.  

 

If you are kind, people may accuse you of selfish, ulterior motives;  

Be kind anyway.  

 

If you are successful you will win some false friends and true  

enemies;  

Succeed anyway.  

 

If you are honest and frank, people may cheat you;  

Be honest and frank anyway.  

 

What you spend years building, someone could destroy overnight;  

Build anyway.  

 

If you find serenity and happiness, they may be jealous;  

Be happy anyway.  

 

The good you do today, people will often forget tomorrow;  

Do good anyway.  

 

Give the world the best you have, and it may never be enough;  

Give the world the best you've got anyway  

 

You see, in the final analysis, it is between you and God;  

It was never between you and them anyway.  

-- Mother Teresa 

'Be You' 
(An article by DD Hamilton, contributed by Av' Ananda Cetana Ac') 

 

Every heart desires its own true expression.  Due to prevalent external forces, we adults (children 

are different) have usually lost what is the real 'Me'.  The real 'Me' bares the true sense of life, 

accompanied by an established happy base. 

 Wastage of a lifetime is to overlook what's tucked inside one's own mind about what we really 

are.  Something unique from all the rest, yet something common to the whole universe.  The unique 

part is the individual contribution that should be given and developed, in order for the cosmos to 

come completely right.  The common part is the element of Love that makes every person the same 

as any other.   

 The real Self or real 'Me' is found by inner contemplation.  By a fearless journey into what you 

have been doing and then looking as well at what you really would like to do, and assessing how to 

do it.  To contemplate how the real part of you can be more relevant to what is needed in your life 

for a happier and easier flow.   

 



Ananda Marga Schools and Art Project, Nairobi, Kenya 
This news has been sent by Didi Vimocana, RSL Nairobi.  Though Europe is apparently suffering an 

economic crisis, it hardly compares to the daily struggle and sacrifice faced by people in many parts of the 

world.  If you would like to support our schools and art project in Nairobi, you can contact Didi Vimocana 

by email.   
 
I came to Kenya in July last year as an RSL Nairobi. At the beginning, I was quite taken aback by the poor 

conditions of our schools having no proper playground, unbelievably congested and dark classrooms, poorly 

furnished, equipped with no learning materials except too many hand-made charts hanging on all walls of 

classroom, extremely noisy because everyone has to shout to due to no sound proof as there is only a  thin 

plywood between class rooms in a thin metal building, and smelly everywhere due to lack of proper sanitary 

facilities such as water, toilet etc.  However, what surprised me more was the happy, bright, playful faces of 

the kids there that seemed to me quite a contrast to the place they were in. 

 Gradually, I learned more about Nairobi, Africa, and kids. To many of our school kids, school fee, which 

is a minimum charge just to maintain school, is quite a burden. On finding out that some of them were driven 

out from school due to accumulated balance unpaid, I felt quite lost between reality and the reason we are 

here for.  Although the Kenyan government has been enforcing free primary education since 2003, in reality, 

                                                                      M                       ’                 

expenses guised in different names, besides free charge of school fee.  And it is well-known truth that in 

public school there are so many kids in a classroom and not much attention is paid to each individual, 

resulting in illiteracy even after finishing school.     

 So parents who believe in Education as their  only way out from the vicious cycle of poverty and who 

want their children to have better opportunity in life than they had want to send their kids to private schools. 

For this reason, here in Kenya, especially in Nairobi so many schools are being newly opened just over night. 

  ’                           5- 6 schools in a small area with a few hundred meters square.  School is 

                                                        ’                                          e 

charging relatively low fee. 

 B                         ’                                                                           

rent etc. for survival. So we see school age children in the street, not that bad if at home, or engaged in child 

labour.  Where people are desperate for a chance of basic education, where there is extreme constraint of 

                      N              E                             q                      ’                  

still trying to do whatever we can in this situation.      

 Even much worse is one of our schools in Ruai- dry, arid, speedily sprawling half-rural area in outskirt 

of Nairobi with so many villagers moving into from all different tribal villages of Kenya, seeking for job 

opportunity. Most of them are living on casual work such as occasional farm or construction work, washing 

and cleaning(in case of women), digging etc.. also kids are vulnerable to exposure to the various byproduct 

of poverty here- alcohol and drug addicted parents, disease, hunger and  domestic violence. 

 Considering prevailed poverty in the local community of Ruai, we are charging a very little amount of 

school fee- KSH 200 a month (less than 10 shilling per day), including a school meal, although we are 

                                                                            ’                        

te                                                       ’                               - teaching all 

different age groups in a class room, cooking, cleaning, and marking and giving homework.  Not being able 

to manage school fee in other many schools which are just around their home, almost students in our school 

here in Ruai are coming from very far places finding us by words of mouth. 

 Once when I accompanied one of our school children to visit her sick mother, I got amazed at the 

            ’                                           ‘                                                    

                                ’  ‘                                                                   

U    (          z      ) ’  ‘                                                                        !’  ‘     

makes them to come to our school where there is no proper facility for playing or learning with only one 

        ’                         M                                              

 Among these 35 kids in Ruai, less than half are barely paying school fee. For the rest, even our very low 

fee is not affordable. Having no money to buy food material for kids, our teacher attempted various way to 

                          O            ’                             ted teacher would send back the kids home 

until they bring school fee. When they get sent back home for fee, they come back with some of school fee 

                                                B                             ’                 …  A       

day, our teacher would try pressurize parents by not giving lunch to those kids, but at the sight of dejected, 

                                                 ’                                               

 Struggling herself so much, she would ask parent         ’                                              

kid. And then, during lunch time these kids would sit outside, waiting for their mothers to come with lunch. 

The other day, while others are almost finishing eating, Monica was still sitting outside, craning towards the 

direction her mother comes. On our repeated calling of invitation to eat together, at last Monica came and 



took food with sad, lonely, shy look on her face. As soon as she started eating, her sister who is in public 

school turned up a                               “              ! T                               ’        

           M                           ’                                                     M           

      T                                             ’                               ” 

 Learning the hard life here, I no longer question our teacher as I used to do in my beginning days- why 

   ’                                           ’                                         ’              

                     ’                    … 

 Sometimes, I ask mothers why they are sending their kids to us where there is no proper facility, all 

different aged kids altogether in a classroom, having only one teacher. Even, I used to suggest sending kids 

to public school where they can study better with given text books in better equipped classroom.  Then, the 

                     “                       ’             F                                              A  

it is government policy now, my child will get free text books and school fee free. But to get a seat in the 

classroom, initially we need to pay 3,000 shilling for a desk, and need a school uniform and 30 shillings for 

tuition every day, which will become total 700 shillings per month. Also there are so many occasion to pay 

                 ’          T       A      M                                                          

                    E                                          ’                                       

j                  ” 

 Surrounded by so many                                              ’                                    - 

                                                                                                      A        ’  

learning not to take things personally lest I get sunk with heavy feeling frustrated  by our  limited capacity to 

help out the absolute needy world out there.   

 Absolutely being deprived from basic necessities, our kids here are sensitive at anything given to them, 

                 j                   ’        py to see them happy.  I wished if our school could provide kids 

with joyful experience of learning as well as build up a stable and supporting relationship with them. With 

                            j    “M                              4                            N      ”          

going on. Although Kenyan education board is allotting 3 hours of creative activities in KG and primary 

                                                                 ’                                              

due to constraint of art materials. Barely managing school fees, hardly any student can afford any extra 

expenses such as art materials.  In this context the project was needed. The gist of it is simple-         ’  

afford materials so, we provide everything needed fo                                       ’              

fund? The non-perishable and perishable materials needed for the projects of that week would be carried to 

each school thus sharing supplies among the 4 deprived schools. In this way, four poor schools can benefit 

from art classes with the same materials which otherwise would be used for one. The project could start off 

with a sponsorship from a fund raising dinner last year by Stockholm margiis. 

  Moving every day to different schools, carrying all the materials is not always smooth. But I forget 

everything hard when I see our happy, lovely kids. When they are given chance to be creative with proper 

materials which they never had access to, they scream with happy excitement.  I feel recharged  by their 

h                                                            ’                                              

                                                                            ’                                 

kids. It seems they by nature know how to discover joys hidden in everything or anything. In their beaming 

face, sometimes I glimpse His big, sweet smile at me.   

 T                                           “    - Diana, Dunge and so and so were talking to each 

                    ‘         T ursday and Didi will come to our school. How nice it is! I hope she really 

                    T         ’ …                                                                         

                    F        T                                     ” 

 I have no idea how many years a child here will be able to have opportunity to be safely in school in 

                                                                              ’                               

with us. It would be His special grace on us if  we can dedicate ourselves to the little ones and if through our 

                                        ’                                                         

 

Didi Vimocana (RSL Nairobi), Ananda Marga Mission, P.O. Box 6919-00300, Nairobi, Kenya 

Phone  +254714703224, Email   didivimocana@gmail.com 
 

'The main characteristic of Tantra is that it represents human vigour.  It represents a 

pactless fight.  Where there is no fight there is no sa'dhana'.  Under such circumstances 

Tantra cannot be there, where there is no sa'dhana', no fight.  It is an impossibility to 

conquer a crude idea and replace it by a subtle idea without a fight.  It is not at all 

possible without sa'dhana'.  Hence, Tantra is not only a fight, it is an all-round fight.' 

('Tantra and Its Effect on Society') 

 

mailto:didivimocana@gmail.com


 

MONEY IS NEVER SUPERIOR TO GOD 

 

A boy living in a village at a short distance from Jamalpur took diiks'a' and wanted to go to 

Jamalpur for Ba'ba''s darshana.  His parents were poor laborers and were not in a position to bear 

the cost of their son's journey to Jamaplur.  The boy started thinking that as he was being deprived 

of Ba'ba''s darshana for want of money, it must mean that money is superior to God.   

 The next morning, the parents went out to work, leaving a few chapatis for the boy to eat.  The 

boy meditated until 10 a.m., sitting form in a closed room.  He wept and was terribly pained for not 

being able to take the trip of Ba'ba''s darshana.  He wondered whether money was really more 

powerful than God. 

 Back in Jamaplur, Ba'ba''s liila' started.  He went to His office, and after attending to His office 

work for a while, He left, telling his colleagues that he was going out for some urgent work and 

would return after some time.  Ba'ba' took a train to the boy's village and reached there around 

midday.  He went straight to the boy's house and knocked at the door.  The boy was so terribly upset 

that he did not open the door, not knowing it was Ba'ba'.  He was just weeping in his sa'dhana'.   

 Knocking at the door again, Ba'ba' said, 'Open the door, I have come.' 

 The boy had never heard such a sweet voice.  He opened the door and saw Ba'ba' standing 

there!  He welcomed Ba'ba' and took Him inside.  Ba'ba' sat on the boy's cot and lovingly asked him 

to sit near Him.  Ba'ba' asked, 'My boy, why were you thinking like that?  Money is not superior to 

God.  You see, I have personally come to meet you.' 

 After wiping away the boy's tears, Ba'ba' lovingly said, 'Look, it is already noon.  Now you 

should eat something, and feed Me too.' 

 What could the poor lad do?  He offered Ba'ba' the dry chapatis that his parents had left for 

him.  He and Ba'ba' shared the chapatis between them.  Ba'ba' ate them appreciatively and returned 

to Jamalpur by train. 

 Back in Jamalpur, things were in a turmoil.  When as a routine the Ashram Manager had gone 

to pick up Ba'ba' from His office, he found that Ba'ba' was not there.  While returning Ba'ba' directly 

went to the jagrti from the railway station.  When the Margis finally found Ba'ba', everyone was 

anxious to know as to where He had been. 

 Ba'ba' smilingly told them, 'Well, what could I do?  There was an urgent call from a devotee.  It 
was necessary for me to go there.'   

 God cannot resist the earnest call of a devotee.  One who longs for Him, gets Him. 

 

 

 
 

I exist, my Lord exists, and my search for His 

glamour, my search for His grandeur, is never-

ending. I am moving unto Him, moving along 

a never-ending path. This search for the Great 

by the little is called mysticism. The 

fundamental point of spirituality depends on 

this mysticism. And when this mysticism, this 

outward existence of mysticism, coincides with 

the inner spirit of mysticism, the goal is 

reached: the unit becomes Cosmic. 

 

And for the attainment of this status  e have 

come here.  e have come to this  orld  so our 

lives are not meaningless.  ur everything is 

meaningful; and by our kno ledge  by our 

action and by our sincerity   e  ill be 

increasing our meaningfulness from unit to 

 nfinite.  ( nanda  acan mrtam  art 30) 



 

RECIPES 
 

Cauliflower and Potato Curry 

PREPARATION AND COOKING TIME: 15 - 20 minutes YIELD: enough for 4 - 5 persons 

1/4 cup ghee or oil 1/2 teaspoon black mustard seeds 1 teaspoon cumin seeds 1 teaspoon minced fresh 

ginger 2 hot green chilies, seeded and chopped 3 medium potatoes, cut into 1 1/4 cm (1/2-inch) cubes 1 

medium cauliflower, cut into small flowerets 2 medium tomatoes blanched, peeled, and diced 1/2 

teaspoon turmeric 1/2 teaspoon garam masala 2 teaspoons ground coriander 1 teaspoon brown sugar 2 

teaspoons salt 2 tablespoons coarsely chopped fresh coriander or parsley 1 tablespoon fresh lemon 

juice 

Heat the ghee or oil in a large, heavy saucepan over moderate heat. When the ghee is hot, add the mustard 

seeds. When they crackle, add the cumin and saute them until they darken a few shades. Add the ginger and 

chilies, saute for a few moments, and then add the potato and cauliflower pieces. Stir-fry the vegetables for 4 

or 5 minutes or until the vegetables start to stick to the bottom of the pan. 

Add the tomatoes, turmeric, garam masala, ground coriander, sugar, and salt. 

Mix well, reduce the heat to low, cover the saucepan, and, stirring occasionally, cook for 10 to 15 minutes or 

until the vegetables are tender. Add water if necessary during this time but don't over-stir the vegetables. 

When the vegetables are cooked, add the fresh coriander and the lemon juice. Serve hot. 

 

Hummus (Chickpea and Tahini Spread) 

Makes 1½ cups. 

200g dried chickpeas, that's one very heaped metric measuring cup ¼ cup lemon juice ½ teaspoon 

yellow asafetida powder (to replace two cloves garlic) 6 tablespoons tahini 1 teaspoon salt 

Soak the chickpeas in cold water overnight or at least 12 hours. Drain and place the chickpeas in a large 

saucepan. Cover with cold water, about three times the volume, and bring to a boil. Reduce to a simmer and 

cook for an hour or until the chickpeas are tender, topping up with water if necessary. 

Drain the chickpeas, reserving the cooking liquid. Cool slightly then rub the chickpeas well to loosen the 

skins. Cover with cold water and the loose skins will rise to the surface. Scoop them off and discard. 

Place the peeled chickpeas in a food processor with the lemon juice, asafetida, tahini and half of the salt. 

Process to a smooth puree, adding some of the reserved cooking liquid if necessary to achieve a smooth 

result. Add the remaining salt if it needs it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more sentient vegetarian recipes, visit www.kurma.net  You will find many authentic and delicious 

recipes, as well as useful cooking advice.  The instructions and quantities are also very accurate.  It is a 

great website to share with new vegetarians.   

 
 

http://www.kurma.net/


 

Afghanistan's supergran crimebuster on wheels    

By Stephanie Hegarty BBC World Service 

It's unusual for a woman to be a leader in Afghanistan but Zarifa Qazizadah has become the 

country's only female village chief through force of personality and determination to get things 

done - even if that means cross-dressing, wearing a false moustache and driving around on a 

motorbike at night. 

"I tell the men of the village, all I want is your prayers," she says. "When you have a problem, I'll 

speak to the government on your behalf and whenever there is any disturbance at night-time, I'll 

pick up my gun and come to your house to see what's going on." 

When the mother of 15 first sought political office, and told local men she wanted to connect the 

village to the electricity grid, they laughed. 

That was in 2004. She lost the election, but she got the electricity all the same, and two years later 

the men asked her to apply for the post of head of the village - Naw Abad in the country's northern 

Balkh province. 

Now she guards the electricity supply with a vengeance, and if anyone wires their home up and 

starts stealing it, they have to watch out. 

"I can't let that happen because we have to respect the law," she says. 

"When something happens in the village at night and I have to react quickly, I'll put on men's 

clothes and ride my motorbike." 

Women in rural Afghanistan are rarely seen riding motorbikes alone and Qazizadah disguises 

herself, with the clothes and a fake moustache, to avoid attracting too much attention. 

She has also been known to come to the rescue of her villagers by wrestling Jeeps out of ditches 

with a tractor. 

"She does the type of work that even men are not capable of doing," says Molavi Seyyed 

Mohammad, one of her local supporters. 

Qazizadah does not take "No" for an answer. 

To keep her promise to voters on the electricity supply, even though she failed in her bid to get 

elected to parliament, she travelled to the Afghan capital, Kabul, with her four-year-old daughter 

and went straight to the home of the Minister for Power, Shaker Kargar, demanding to speak to him. 

He agreed to see her the following day in his office, and by the end of the meeting he had given his 

consent. 

There was one problem - the village itself had to pay for the posts and cables. 

Qazizadah, who had already sold some of her jewellery to pay for the trip to Kabul, borrowed 

money wherever she could and remortgaged her house to raise the necessary capital. 

Five months later, everyone in the village had electricity in their home. "It was only then that people 

recognised what I'd done and started to pay me back," she says. 

The income from the electricity system was poured into construction of a new bridge over a 

dangerous river, connecting the village with a major road. 

Qazizadah also sponsored the building of Naw Abad's first mosque. Unlike most mosques in the 

country, it is designed so that men and women pray together. 

"When people saw the work I was doing on these projects, they would start to join in," she says. 

"Now people can pray in their own village and the local boys don't have to go so far to learn how to 

read the Koran." 

All this is a profound achievement for a woman who was married at 10 years old - and just 15 when 



she became a mother. 

For much of her young adult life, she lived in a very remote village with her husband's family 

where, she says, she was little more than a servant. 

During Taliban rule, she moved to the regional capital, Mazar-e-Sharif, with her husband, where she 

had her first taste of community work, volunteering to help parents get their children vaccinated. 

Covertly, she helped teach young girls to learn to read. 

Now aged 50, with 36 grandchildren, she is head of the local women's council, as well as village 

head, and hosts large meetings of local women in her home, encouraging them to follow her 

example. 

"I was just a housewife like you," she told a group of 50 women at one of her recent gatherings. 

"But today I can have a meeting with 1,000 people. I can meet and discuss issues with authorities. 

In Western countries, women can become presidents. These women are brave and they can achieve 

a lot." 
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TRANSLATION 

Tell me Lord, O Merciful Lord, 

Why are You called by that Name? 

Tell me why there are thorns on flower stalks, 

Why streams must wend their way over bumpy 

stones; 

 

Why fragrant lilies bloom from turbid pools, 

Why the cheerful earth, home of all life, 

Rotates alone in silent space, 

Why the string of stars, which scintillates like a 

billion lamps, 

Keeps staring on a new-moon night; 

 

Why children, fresh as flower blooms 

Have to cry again and again, 

Why the moonbeams smile through peepholes in 

dark clouds, 

Why sweet and gentle breezes 

Burst into the raucous laughter of hailstorms. 

 
 
'Men of true heroism speak not a word of their prowess.  Fire burneth mutely and mutely 
doth the sun shine.  Mutely also doth the earth bear creatures, both mobile and immobile.' 
(Mahabharata) 

 

The most important lesson that man can learn from his life is not that there is pain in this world, but 

that it depends upon him to turn it into good account, that it is possible for him to transmute it into 

joy… Mans' freedom is never in being saved troubles  but it is the freedom to take trouble for his 

o n good  to make the trouble an element in his joy… that in pain is symbolized the infinite 

possibility of perfection, the eternal unfolding of joy. (Rabindranath Tagore) 

 

A human being is a vessel that God has built for himself and filled with his 
inspiration so that his works are perfected in it. (Hildegard of Bingen) 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Take me to that place 
where the struggle between arrogance and holiness is 
forgotten, 
joy and sorrow suspended in peace. 
 
If I was wandering through the forest, 
then I was seeking that hidden place at its centre, 
where none but silence may enter. 
 
If I was crossing empty deserts, 
it was to find the well 
whose water reflects not even stars, only stillness. 
None else would quench my thirst. 
 
Take me to that place 
where even the sound of the forest breathing ceases, 
to that water which even the stars cannot fathom, 
that sanctuary of felicity 
where even the salt of my tears dissolves, forgotten. 
That place which, when I stand at its border, 
not even I may enter. 
Into that silence only my soul may go. 

They say to me in their awakening, "You 

and the world you live in are but a grain 

of sand upon the infinite shore of an 

infinite sea." 

And in my dream I say to them, "I am the 

infinite sea, and all worlds are but grains 

of sand upon my shore." 

(Kahlil Gibran) 

Song of the Flower 

Kahlil Gibran 

 

I am a kind word uttered and repeated 

By the voice of Nature; 

I am a star fallen from the 

Blue tent upon the green carpet. 

 

I am the daughter of the elements 

With whom Winter conceived; 

To whom Spring gave birth; 

I was reared in the lap of Summer 

And I slept in the bed of Autumn. 

 

At dawn I unite with the breeze 

To announce the coming of light; 

At eventide I join the birds 

In bidding the light farewell. 

 

The plains are decorated with 

My beautiful colors, and the air 

Is scented with my fragrance. 

 

As I embrace Slumber the eyes of 

Night watch over me, and as I 

Awaken I stare at the sun, which is 

The only eye of the day. 

 

I drink dew for wine, and hearken to 

The voices of the birds, and dance 

To the rhythmic swaying of the grass. 

 

I am the memory of a moment of 

happiness; 

I am the last gift of the living to the dead; 

I am a part of joy and a part of sorrow. 

 

But I look up high to see only the light, 

And never look down to see my shadow. 

This is wisdom which man must learn. 

 

'BEAR IN MIND THAT YOU HAVE A DUTY 

TOWARDS- INDEED, YOU OWE A DEBT TO- 

EVERY CREATURE OF THIS UNIVERSE, BUT 

TOWARDS YOU, NO ONE HAS ANY DUTY; 

FROM OTHERS, NOTHING IS DUE.'  

(Carya'carya, Part 2) 

 



 

'SARKAR'S SHORT STORIES' 
Many of Ba'ba's own short stories have recently been published in English in two volumes titled 

'Sarkar's Short Stories Vol. 1-3 & 4-5.'  These stories are not only very entertaining, but also 

educative, illustrating the irrationality and dogmas of individuals and society in a humorous way.  

Some are simply funny, with no other lesson than to lighten our minds with laughter.  Below is one 

example.   

 

The Story of a Village 
(Note: this is only part of a longer story) 

 

...This is, then, the historically famous village of Kha'ro.  Let me tell you what happened when a 

new object was purchased by a villager named Bhutnarayan Singh.   

 He was a young, prosperous  farmer, well-educated and of good taste.  He had a discussion with 

his friend Bhutnandan Singh.  Their village was highly developed but no one had a single watch.  It 

was not befitting the glorious status of Kha'ro, they decided.  A watch was absolutely essential.   

 In no time, Bhutnarayan disposed of a small portion of his land and went to Kolkata with Rs 

5000.  He went to a watchmaker and said, 'Take this money.  I want the best watch that you have.' 

 The shopkeeper sized up this customer's nature easily.  He picked up the smallest and most 

expensive watch and handed it over.  Why should Bhutnarayan be satisfied with a small watch?  He 

saw bigger watches all around.   

 He said, 'Why should I buy a small watch for Rs. 5000?  I want the largest.' 

 The shopkeeper selected a large watch, which was also the cheapest, and told his customer, 

'This is a dual purpose watch.  It will give you the time and additionally, you can throw it to bring 

down mangoes from the trees.' 

 Bhutnarayan was very happy. 

 He returned to his village.  He strapped the watch on his wrist all through the day and night and 

loitered about the locality.  He rolled up his sleeve every time he came upon a group of people.  But, 

unfortunately, no one asked him, 'When did you buy the watch?' 

 Then, one morning before the break of dawn, Bhutnarayan set fire to his own house.  At the 

sight of the fire, neighbors from far and near came running to put it out.  A crowd gathered all round 

the house and, since there was no fire-brigade in the area, everyone ran helter-skelter with buckets 

of water to quench the fire.  There was a big commotion.   

 Bhutnarayan moved around the assemblage showing of his watch and remarked, 'The fire 

started at exactly 55 minutes past 5.  This watch gives you the time.  It can also be thrown to bring 

down mangoes.' 

 But no one paid any head to him.  Bhutnarayan repeated his act to many but could not elicit a 

reaction.  The fire was on the point of being extinguished!  As a last desperate effort, Bhutnarayan 

ran to a small gathering and shouted at the top of his voice, 'I already told you the fire started at 

exactly 5.55.  It is remarkable how accurately this watch works!  It serves another purpose too.  You 

can throw it to bring down mangoes.' 

 Finally, someone in the crowd remarked, 'When did you buy the watch?'  Someone else asked, 

'Where did you buy it?'  'How much did it cost?'  asked another.  'Oh, it is beautiful!'  cried someone 

else. 

 Bhutnarayan Singh struck his head with his palm and lamented, 'If you had reacted like this, if 

you had uttered these words before, then why would a fool set his own house on fire?'   

 This, then is the historically famous village of Kha'ro. 

 

Ba'ba' always taught us through His own example.  Even down to the smallest things, He showed us 

how to live in a systematic and productive way, as this short story shows: 

 

'In Ranchi one evening when I was massaging Ba'ba', suddenly the electricity went off and the room 

became dark.  Ba'ba' told me about a particular place in the room and asked me to get the torch 

light from there.  Although the room was very dark, Ba'ba' gave such good directions that I easily 

found the light.  Ba'ba' said, 'You know I always keep my things in their proper place so even in the 

dark I can easily find everything.'  (´Stories of Ba'ba') 
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Kaos'ikii 
 

' hile dancing  ao ikii one seeks to establish 

the link bet een the microcosm and the 

Macrocosm. This process is commonly kno n 

as Mysticism.  ao ikii pertains to the 

innermost self of the individual. The self of the 

individual is hidden within the innermost 

 o as  the layers of e istence.  ao ikii  ance 

is like the blossoming of the innermost self.  

(Ananda  acan mrtam    , 21) 

 

 

Kaoshikii Ideation: 

1- (Arms upwards)- I am establishing a link 

with Parama Purusa. 

2- (Arms to the right)- I know how to request 

You. 

3- (Arms to the left)- I know how to fulfill 

Your demands. 

4- (Arms forward)- I surrender completely. 

5- (Arms backwards)- I am ready to overcome 

all obstacles. 

6- (Stamping the feet)- I repeat Your cosmic 

rhythm.   
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